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400M paper rope rewinding machine 

 

 
This machine mainly support the paper rope machine.Through the high speed spinning of 

the axes of the machine,it rewind the paper rope roll which was made by paper rope machine to 
enlarge the diameter and inner diameter of the final paper rope roll,and it also can avoid the knot 
of the original paper rope roll.So the machine can enhance the productivity and improve the 
quality. 

Technical parameter：    

Core Diameter of Raw Rope Roll  76 mm 

Core Diameter of Final Rope 

Roll 

 
180 mm 

Final Rope Reel Diameter  400-600mm 

Max. Production Speed  80-150M/min 

Power Requirements  380V 

Total Power  1.5kw 

Total Weight  Approx.150KG 

Overall Dimension  L1050mm×W800mm×H1200mm 
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PAYMENT 
TERM 

After signing of the contract ,the total amount of 30% advance payment, 
factory acceptance payment before delivery after the machine testing is 
ok. 

Delivery time 
About 60 working days after receiving the deposit. The factory will decide 
whether to change the delivery date when the order is confirmed. 

Electrical 
equipment 

This machine adopts three-phase 380v. If you have any special 
requirements, please explain in advance with my company. 

Guarantee 

We offer a 12-month warranty. During the warranty period, we provide 
free replacement of damaged parts due to quality problems. All failures 
caused by improper use of the buyer (including unauthorized 
modification of PC and touch screen built-in software) are not within the 
scope of the warranty (except for the vulnerable parts of wearing parts). 

INSTALLATION 
Engineers are available to install and debug door to door and overseas. The 
cost for overseas will be for the buyer’s account, including visa charge, food, 
accommodation,around air tickets, and salary of 100usds daily one person. 
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